2002 hyundai accent fuel filter location

The Fuel Filter Vehicles a Vehicles is a palm-sized, metallic, cylindrical item costing in the
neighborhood of twenty bucks, but its value can be in the thousands with respect to savings in
repairs to your Vehicles engine. It should be part of your regular yearly maintenance, which is to
say, you should change the fuel filter once a year. The fuel filter serves to keep particles of dirt
flowing from the gas tank to the engine, making it as valuable to the performance of your
Vehicles as a regular oil change. Clogged engines and fuel lines can lead to hesitation and
engine knocking while a really clogged fuel filter can even prevent you from starting your car. In
about the time it takes to replace a car battery, replacing your fuel filter in a timely fashion can
prevent costly break downs. Park the Pontiac G6 on level ground and set the parking brake. Lift
the hood and prop it open. Disconnect the negative cable from the battery. Place a wheel chock
in front of and behind one of the front tires. Lift the rear end with a jack and lower the G6 onto
two jack stands. Remove the jack. Empty the fuel tank into an approved gasoline container,
using the siphon pump. Disconnect the fuel lines and the filler tube from the tank. Disconnect
the wiring harness from the tank. Place the jack under the center of the tank. Unbolt the straps
holding the fuel tank to the frame of the Pontiac G6, using a socket or open-end wrench. Lower
the tank to the ground with the jack and slide it out from under the G6. The fuel filter is part of
the module and can't be replaced separately. The Fuel filter for your Hyundai Accent is located
under the seat cushion of your rear seat. Push your fingers between the seat cushion and the
back of the seat. Pull the seat cushion up, toward you and simply remove the seat. The fuel filter
is thus gazing at you, probably no larger than a half-dollar. Before you actually make any effort
to remove the fuel filter, it is important to understand your fuel filter works under pressure and
that if you don't relieve the pressure in the fuel lines, you could find yourself literally making
one explosive mistake. So, it is imperative you relieve the pressure before attempting to switch
out fuel filters. You do this by consulting your vehicle's manual for the fuel pump relay switch,
or, fuel pump fuse. Start the engine first and then cut the switch off on the relay, or, pull out the
fuse. The result of this action will stall the vehicle. In other words, it'll quit running and all the
normal pressure in the fuel lines will drop. This is an ideal opportunity to get a rag, two
open-ended wrenches, and a flat head screwdriver, and to let the engine cool. Before you
remove the filter, place the rag below the area where you will take out the old fuel filter. If any
fluid spills out in the process, the rag will be ready to soak it right up. Simply disconnect the
fuel lines bolted into place with your wrenches and set them aside. Take out the old fuel filter
and discard it. The washers on the fuel lines must be removed and replaced with the washers
included in the replacement package of your new fuel filter. Simply remove the old washers and
put the new ones on. Once you've done this, attach the lines to the new fuel filter and slip the
new fuel filter right back into the very place from which the old one was removed. Just
remember to tighten all the bolts as best you can and make sure the seat is securely returned to
its position. You don't want the seat to fall forward if for some reason, you are forced to brake
suddenly. Remember the fuel pump? We disabled it. So, before you start the car back up, you'll
have to put the fuel pump relay switch back into the on position, or, put the fuse back in the
fuse box. Cars are expensive. The better care we take of our vehicles, the further our vehicles
are apt to take us and the Hyundai Accent is a dependable fuel efficient vehicle capable of
rolling merrily along, for many years to come. Change your fuel filter yearly. It's the one other
anniversary you don't want to forget. The Chrysler fuel filter is on the underside of the M, in the
middle of the seating area. Crawl under the vehicle, or use a car jack to raise the M to a higher
distance from the ground if you need to. If you inspect the fuel tank, identifiable as a large
square component, the fuel filter will be in the fuel pump module, appearing as a small black
cylinder. The fuel filter removes dirt and rust particles that can get into gasoline during shipping
and storage before it goes into the engine. The filter works to allow only pure gasoline to fuel
the engine, helping the engine achieve optimal performance. Since the Chrysler M has the fuel
filter below the vehicle, it is important to provide yourself enough room between the ground and
the engine. Check that your car jack is stable before using it and have another individual
present if possible. If cleaning the fuel filter, only use a damp towel. Cleaning fluid can act as a
contaminant, reducing optimal performance. Items you will need Jack 2 wheel chocks 2 jack
stands Fuel siphon pump Fuel container Socket set Screwdrivers Pliers Adjustable wrenches
Open-end wrenches Box-end wrenches. Looking to replace my fuel filter, but cannot locate it.
Do you. Hello, the fuel filter is part of the fuel pump on the pump module. Here is a guide to walk
you through how to change it and a diagrams below to show you on your car. Please let us
know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Image Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. I checked the usual places on the frame rail under the seat etc. Can't find it. Any ideas?
Thanks, Louis Was this answer. Its on the frame rail underneath the car. Passenger side Was
this answer. Where is my fuel filter on my car Was this answer. On Accent and Elantra, remove
rear seat bottom cushion and fuel tank sender access cover. Remove fuel tank filler cap to

release fuel tank pressure. Remove ground connector and fuel lines from filter. Remove fuel
filter. To install, reverse removal procedure. Pressure test fuel system, check for leaks. On all
models except Sonata and Tiburon, a second fuel filter is part of fuel tank sender and is located
inside fuel tank. Location of fuel filter I have followed the fuel line from the tank to the injector
rail, my question is were is the location of the fuel filter or is it located in the tank Was this
answer. Yes your fuel filter is located inside your tank. I don't know if you've bought the new
one but they are more expensive than traditional gasoline filters. Considered long life, they have
over twice the filtering capability from external styles and are usually replaced every k miles.
You should be able to find an access hold under the rear seat. Good luck. I need to know how to
locate the fuel filter in my accent Was this answer. Remove rear seat, there is an access panel
for the fuel filter. Remove access panel and have access to fuel filter. What is the exact
procedure for replacing a fuel filter on a hyundai accent and how do you remove the back seat?
The fuel filter is located underneath the car, near the fuel tank. Relieve the fuel system pressure.
Remove or disconnect the following: Negative battery cable Fuel supply and pressure lines Fuel
filter bracket, if equipped Fuel filter To install: Install or connect the following: Fuel filter and
torque the mounting bolts to ft. Please login or register to post a reply. Fuel Filter Location? Car
Was Doing Just Fine. No Start. Fuel Pump Pressure? I Do Appreciate Your Help. I Changed
Timing Belt Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Replacing your fuel filter is an
essential piece of maintenance that is often overlooked. The fuel filter is the second line of
defence in maintaining clean fuel lines. The first step is the strainer sitting under the fuel pump
in the fuel tank. After the fuel goes through the strainer, the pump sends the fuel to the fuel filter
to pick up any more sediments or debris. You should replace your fuel filter every 30, miles to
keep your Hyundai accelerating smoothly. Remove the rear seat cushion. This will expose an
access panel. Remove the access panel with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Locate the fuel pump
modulator, which is the wiring harness just below the access panel, above the fuel tank. Reach
through the access panel and disconnect the modulator. This will relieve the pressure in the
fuel pump. Crank the Hyundai and let it run until it stalls. There will be no pressure in the fuel
lines. Open the hood to access the battery. Disconnect the negative end of the battery terminal.
Reattach the fuel pump modulator. Locate the fuel filter underneath the car by the fuel tank.
Remove the inlet and outlet line of the filter. The lines should come off. Some models have
quick-connections, which have a tab to lift while you pull the connector off. Reattach the
negative cable to the battery. Crank up the car to inspect for fuel leaks. Assemble the access
cover, and return the back seat to its right position. Gregory Crews has been in the film industry
for three years and has appeared in more than 38 major motion pictures and 16 television
shows. He also writes detailed automotive tutorials. His expertise in the automotive industry
has given him the skills to write detailed technical instructional articles. Written by: Gregory
Crews Written on: July 14, Remove the bracket with a socket wrench. Tips Filter location may
vary depending on make and model of the Hyundai. Use extreme caution when working around
gasoline. For more information go to If the increased price of gas has you scrambling for ways
to improve your vehicle's fuel efficiency, don't forget about your Hyundai fuel filter. The job of
the Hyundai fuel filter is to screen impurities from your gasoline supply and keep them from
entering your tank. Dirt collects inside the Hyundai fuel filter, building up gradually until the
filter is partially or completely clogged. A clogged Hyundai fuel filter results in hard starting,
hesitation, and power loss. You may wonder how you can tell when your Hyundai fuel filter
needs changing. If you have ever been to a quick-lube oil change station, they may have shown
you a black, dirty Hyundai fuel filter and insisted you need a new one. In reality, however, you
can't determine whether you need a new fuel filter just by looking at it. To test your Hyundai fuel
filter, you should remove it and blow through it. If you are met with minimal resistance, your fuel
filter should still be performing well. However, if air does not pass fairly easily through your
Hyundai fuel filter, it is time to pick up a new one. A good rule of thumb is to replace your fuel
filter once a year. Some new model vehicles come with a so-called "lifetime" fuel filter. However,
all Hyundai fuel filters are susceptible to dirt buildup no matter how new the vehicle is; after all,
collecting dirt is a fuel filter's job! When it is time to replace your Hyundai fuel filter, browse our
online catalogue to select the filter that matches your vehicle's make and model. You can place
your order for a new Hyundai fuel filter using our secure online order form, or by calling our
toll-free customer service number. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Hyundai Fuel Filter. Refine by:. Fuel Filter part. Product Fit. Shop
Hyundai Fuel Filter. Showing 1 - 15 of 35 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: FFG
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: Part Number:
BEC P
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art Number: BS Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 35 results. Hyundai Fuel Filter Models. Hyundai
Accent Fuel Filter. Hyundai Azera Fuel Filter. Hyundai Elantra Fuel Filter. Hyundai Excel Fuel
Filter. Hyundai Santa Fe Fuel Filter. Hyundai Scoupe Fuel Filter. Hyundai Sonata Fuel Filter.
Hyundai Tiburon Fuel Filter. Hyundai Tucson Fuel Filter. Hyundai XG Fuel Filter. Hyundai Fuel
Filter Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. Cars contain so many different fluids that most
drivers experience difficulty distinguishing one type of leak from another. Filters Air filter: used
to filter the air going into an engine. This filter is usually easy to replace yourself. Fuel filter:
found either in the engine compartment or near the gas tank. This filter is best left to your auto
mechanic to change. Breather: works with the PCV valve to allow clean. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

